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Electric Wax Melt Burners
How do they work?
Electric wax melt burners fragrance your home by
warming wax melts or tarts until they fully melt to liquid.
The heat is generated using either a halogen or an E14
bulb. We also have models which have a colour changing
LED, as an LED doesn't generate heat these work with an
electric warming plate that the dish rests on.
Aroma Accessories Electric Burners are available in a huge
range of designs, including burners with touch
functionality and varied heat and light settings.

LED Colour-Changing

How do I care for my burner?
Use only good quality wax melts.
To remove the wax: from cold, allow the unit to warm
slightly for a couple of minutes, once it's a little soft,
while wearing protective gloves, apply gentle pressure to
one side of the wax dish and it will slide out.
Never use metal objects to scrape the dish.
If the wax runs out, switch off the appliance - don't let it
burn dry.
Treat your burner with caution as it will get hot when in
use.
Do not leave your burner unattended when in use.
Please keep out of reach of children and pets.
When changing the bulb wear protective gloves. For
units with narrow openings use pliers to gently grip the
bulb.

3D
How do I use my burner?
Place the unit on a level, flat, heat resistant surface
away from draughts, other heat sources and
flammable objects.
Ensure the dish is clean and dry.
Add a piece of wax to the dish, ensuring that the
melted volume of the wax will fit comfortably in the
dish.
If using a touch burner, cycle through the settings by
gently touching the base of the unit, do not turn the
unit on/off by the mains switch.
Enjoy your fragrance as the wax melts, the wax may
last longer than one use.
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Wall Plug-In

Electric Wax Melt Burners
Wall Plug-In Electric Burners

Wall Plug-In

Smaller units which fit directly into a wall socket.
They work with an E14 15w bulb and melt the wax
in the same way as a larger burner.
The burner should be turned on/off by the flick
switch on the unit.
Each plug-in burner comes with a spare dish and
bulb.
The burner come in a colour, picture box.
Keep out of reach of children and pets.

Touch Technology Bases
Many Aromatize Wax Melt Burners feature
"Touch Technology".
This allows users to cycle through three stages
of heat and light to select the best level of
fragrance throw for their needs.
Simply touch the base of the unit allowing a
second per stage, to avoid blowing the bulb.
The burners come in a colour, picture box.
A spare bulb is provided in the box.

Touch Base - 3D

Something for Every Home
To add even more variety, some of our designs of
Electric Wax Melt Burner are available in a range of
shapes; the classic curved Oval, straight sided
Cylinder, the striking Urn, and elegant Ellipse.
You'll also find some collections have been
reimagined in a reduced sized as a Wall Plug-In.

Grey Swirl Ellipse

